Value AddOn Solution Customs Integration GE
The processing and evaluation of customs-relevant transaction data are an integral part of the
core processes of international companies and therefore do not make sense to manage outside
of an ERP system as an additional solution and are therefore not available on the market as an
independent solution. Our solution can be parameterized so that future customs requirements
and/or changing requirements per federal state (Germany) can be realized without significant
development work. The FSS Value AddOn Solution is already in use in German enterprises and
so far has been able to fulfill every requirement arising from customs revisions and audits.

Image 1; E1 menu „Cusotms management German“

Requirements and functionality
Customs requirements are very complex
and require JD Edwards EnterpriseOne to
make various adjustments to existing
applications as well as to build new
processes, plausibility structures and audits.
An implementation using the JD Edwards
EnterpriseOne standard cannot be realized.
The objective of introducing the FSS Value
AddOn Solution is to map the customs
processes within JD Edwards EnterpriseOne
based on newly created applications and
versions. This includes the creation of new
data entities (Data Dictionary), the
development of tables, masks and UDC lists
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as well as the creation of the customs
register file and customs evaluation.
Customer benefits / value added
By processing customs-relevant processes
without peripheral systems, friction losses
due to interfaces are eliminated. Any
changes in relevant master or transaction
data are immediately updated and
traceable in all affected tables. Customsrelated reports and evaluations are always
based on the latest available data and are
not generated with time delays. Workflows
and processes are easier to automate
resulting in the reduction of manual efforts
of the responsible clerks. Each data record
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from sales, manufacturing or purchasing
orders can be automatically transferred to

the customs register by means of triggers.

Image 2; Example recording tax rates
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